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SEE DES MOINES DETAIL
      SEE
SIOUX CITY
    DETAIL
     SEE
IOWA CITY
    DETAIL
       SEE
DAVENPORT
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        SEE
WATERLOO
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AADT            37400
SU                   1440
COMBO          9400
%TRUCKS         29
AADT            37100
SU                     990
COMBO          1430
%TRUCKS           7
AADT            18900
SU                     620
COMBO          3080
%TRUCKS         20
AADT            29900
SU                   1060
COMBO          8400
%TRUCKS         31
AADT            65700
SU                   2340
COMBO          9100
%TRUCKS         18
AADT            82900
SU                   1780
COMBO          2420
%TRUCKS           5
AADT            17000
SU                     710
COMBO          1230
%TRUCKS         11
AADT            35000
SU                   1120
COMBO          2430
%TRUCKS         10
AADT            14200
SU                     350
COMBO          3050
%TRUCKS         24
AADT            61000
SU                   2660
COMBO          8400
%TRUCKS         18
AADT            32700
SU                   1170
COMBO          2850
%TRUCKS         12
AADT            37800
SU                     910
COMBO            790
%TRUCKS           4
AADT            17300
SU                     550
COMBO          2190







6 US Route Shields
4 Iowa Route Shields
D51 County Route Shields
AADT            5900
SU                   250
COMBO        1330
%TRUCKS       27
AADT            23300
SU                   1020
COMBO          6800
%TRUCKS         33
AADT            22500
SU                     690
COMBO          4280
%TRUCKS         22
AADT            29400
SU                     890
COMBO          8300
%TRUCKS         31
AADT            32000
SU                   1130
COMBO          4180
%TRUCKS         17
AADT            35100
SU                   1150
COMBO        10600
%TRUCKS         33
AADT            18000
SU                     610
COMBO          3700
%TRUCKS         24
AADT            21000
SU                     860
COMBO          5900
%TRUCKS         32
AADT            19500
SU                     480
COMBO          2800
%TRUCKS         17
AADT            14900
SU                     470
COMBO          1320
%TRUCKS         12
AADT            14700
SU                     560
COMBO          3160
%TRUCKS         25
AADT            90300
SU                   3160
COMBO        10500



















































ROUTE     AADT      SU    COMBO   %TKS
ALL        26000     860       5300        24
